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Carnival Day

‘You’re not supposed to be here, you know,’ said the security guard from the precinct, the
older one with what my gran would call a Bobby Charlton comb over and the frayed and
greasy salt-and-pepper sideburns. ‘Good job I like what you kids play, isn’t it?’ he added, his
left eye contorting in an exaggerated wink towards Jade that made me squirm.

It was the same old speech he gave the three of us every Saturday morning as we took up
our usual positions clustered around the lamppost between the weekly market’s refurbished
vacuum cleaner stall and fresh fish van. Maybe the creep thought he was due a cut of our
takings, that we might slip him a few quid if we thought access to our regular pitch was in
jeopardy. Well, he should be so lucky – on a good day we’ve rarely made a tenner. In these
tough times we don’t expect to go home flush with cash, especially when we’re competing
for coinage with the homeless beggars slumped in the underpass by the multi-storey. But,
although it’s never been about the money, what we do make is hard-earned and ours to keep.
And, unless deemed to be causing a nuisance, we were well within our rights to congregate
and perform almost anywhere in town. 

Jimmy’s dad said he should get a proper job instead: something with a guaranteed hourly
rate like stacking supermarket shelves or valeting cars – something that will give him a solid
reference later in life.  Jimmy argued it was against his convictions ‘to slave away in the
service of corporate greed’, and that ‘the only people who pay to get the interiors of their cars
cleaned these days are snobby rich folk who could do with coming down into the real world
and using some wax and polish for themselves’. It sounded both pretentious and preposterous
to me, but Jimmy’s dad told his only son he always respected those who took a moral stand,
and he swallowed Jimmy’s bullshit like it was melted butter.

The guard leered a little longer at Jade – her lean and freckled shoulders bared on this
already scorching day in late June – before a call crackled through on his walkie and, cursing,
he shuffled away, leaving us to get on with setting up. We’ve never asked him his name
though he’s known each of ours for some time. From the looks of him it should be something
outmoded and monosyllabic – Ken, maybe, or Frank. Jimmy calls him Dick when he’s out of
earshot. 



Sparse of shoppers for the moment, the pedestrianized high street stood almost silent but
for the intermittent cries filtering up from the fruit and veg stalls down by the fountain where
predatory traders tried their luck with passers-by not afforded the protection of a herd. Later,
this end of the town centre would reverberate with the music of brass bands, the shrieks of
excited children,  and the rumble of lorries  chugging along at  a  snail’s  pace so as not  to
dislodge their precariously perched passengers or surge into those marching with collection
buckets in the road ahead. Carnival day might be totally uncool, but it’s still a crowd-puller.
We’d have our gear packed away long before half past one when the PCSOs would come
along to check that the road was clear of obstructions, closing this section of the carnival
route to delivery vans and buses, the only non-emergency vehicles that were still  allowed
access.  

This year’s carnival queen had gone to high school with us before leaving at sixteen for an
apprenticeship at a hair salon. A dull and dim-witted girl, Tanya’s personality wasn’t what I
would identify with as traditionally regal. But, as Jimmy says, ‘these days it must be hard to
find a teenage girl willing to be enthroned on a cardboard prop on the back of a flat-bed truck
wearing a bridesmaid’s dress for a non-virtual audience’. And, if Tanya kept her mouth shut,
she would at least look the part with her perpetual smile, sky high cheek bones, and skin that
had made it through adolescence as unblemished as that of a Disney princess. 

Jade says that, for all the claims made by the carnival organisers interviewed in the Herald
that the idea of a queen and attendants was just a bit of innocent fun, it still pandered to the
idea that a girl’s looks were more important than brains or personality. As she’s blessed with
all  three,  that’s  not something Jade needs to  get  pissed off  about  – nor Jimmy either.  If
Tanya’s a Disney princess, Jimmy’s like the ice cutter guy from Frozen. 

Extracting  his  second  best  acoustic  guitar  from  its  soft  padded  carry  bag,  Jimmy
proceeded to pull the strap over his head and quietly test his tuning. Jade unclasped her banjo
case  and  pulled  that  instrument  free,  checking  it  against  Jimmy’s  guitar.  I  got  out  my
mandolin and did likewise before positioning the open case at Jimmy’s feet ready to collect
donations. Despite his claims, Jimmy doesn’t have perfect pitch. Jade challenged him once,
loosening the pegs on his Gibson SG until the strings hung off slacker than a skinny chav’s
tracksuit.  He  wound  them back  to  within  a  semi-tone  of  standard  without  any  external
reference point. That’s close enough for our needs, but it doesn’t make him a human tuning
fork.  

What Jimmy is though, is a master of musical reinvention. You haven’t lived until you’ve
heard his arrangement of Lady Gaga’s ‘Poker Face’ in the style of Mumford and Sons, or his
interpretation  of  Katy  Perry’s  ‘Teenage  Dream’  that  sounds  like  a  strange  but  glorious
conjugation of Jefferson Airplane and Nickel Creek. That’s what draws in the crowds: they
hear something familiar from afar – a hint of a melody, lyrics they think they recognise – but,
because Jimmy’s changed major key to minor, or stripped down what was originally recorded
with fast and sophisticated orchestration into a languid ballad, or turned a straight up vocal
solo into a duelling duet à la Buckingham and Nicks, the faces of our approaching audience
furrow with curiosity until  something clicks.  That’s  when they reach into their  purses or
pockets to show their appreciation or, conversely, they tut, raise their eyebrows, and walk on
by. 



Jimmy flexed  his  long fingers  before  reaching  down into  the  left  thigh  pocket  of  his
combats for his hip flask. As he slowly sipped the drink within – a mixture of lukewarm
water, glycerine and mānuka honey that he swears by for the health of his vocal chords – I
took another glance at the handwritten set list Jade had passed me on the bus. Jimmy likes to
keep it fresh from week to week, ensuring that we don’t repeat any one song too often in the
same location.  It’s a bitch having to memorise so much material,  but at  least,  unlike the
others, I don’t have to remember any words. Jimmy and Jade hardly spoke for a week after
she was struck dumb during the first outing of his reimagined version of Highway to Hell last
month. And I, as usual, was stuck in the middle, weary of their juvenile behaviour at every
rehearsal in my parents’ cluttered and windowless garage.

Adjusting his black trilby, Jimmy looked to see that we were ready. Jade gave him a nod. I
pressed  my  fingers  to  my strings  and  primed  my  plectrum.  And,  with  his  foot  tapping
synchronously, he counted us in. 

***

It was me who saw it first – a glossy A5 flyer weighed down by a couple of two pence pieces
and a Werther’s Original, the sweet still, thankfully, encapsulated in its shiny gold wrapper.
The Werther’s wasn’t the strangest thing we’d ever found in the collection case. Cigarette
butts,  a  baby’s  dummy,  discarded chewing gum,  and those  little  yellow plastic  car  park
tokens that  look like  casino  chips:  they’d  all  either  accidentally  or  on purpose been left
among the loose change we’d gathered in the past. Somehow, we never witnessed that weird
stuff going in. It was like those things just grew out of the velvet lining of the mandolin case
like weeds – absent one instant and there the next.  

As Jimmy strummed the final chords of CeeLo Green’s clean edited ‘Fuck You’, and with
my final contribution to the song having passed by four bars earlier, I stooped down and
grabbed the flyer, poised to screw it up into a ball and lob it into the nearby bin until my gaze
snagged on the bold printed header: ‘Sing your way to £1000.’

I read on, its poorly punctuated sentences detailing a contest at the carnival’s post-parade
fair.  ‘New  for  this  year’,  the  contest  replaced  the  amateur  WWE-style  choreographed
wrestling that had headlined the evening bill  in the main tent ‘since 2005’. ‘Hey,  I think
someone left us this on purpose,’ I said, tilting the page for my bandmates to better see. 

Jimmy squinted, forced to edge in closer by his considerable short-sightedness. He won’t
wear his  glasses while  we’re performing in public,  and his dad can’t  stretch to  buy him
contacts. ‘A karaoke competition?’ he said, jerking away with a dismissive and humourless
laugh, busying himself then by unclamping the capo he’d been using during the last couple of
songs, unnecessary as it would be for the next. 

‘With a one thousand pound first  prize,’  Jade pointed out,  pulling the paper from my
fingers.  She read on for a moment before turning to  address Jimmy alone.  ‘And it’s  not
necessarily karaoke. It says here that entrants can accompany themselves. Look: “A piano
and a guitar are available for those who would prefer not to select from the huge selection of
pre-recorded backing tracks”. They’re holding walk-in auditions in the Anglian Drainbusters



Limited tent from four til six with those selected for the final round performing on the main
stage at eight.’

Glancing up from his fret board, Jimmy now gave his full focus to the flyer,  chewing
thoughtfully on his lip as he digested both the printed information and Jade’s response to it.
‘Doesn’t sound like our kind of thing though,’ he declared eventually,  looking to me in a
silent petition for support. 

And it didn’t. But, with a thousand quid going begging, the idea had to be worth some
consideration. I’d never embarrass myself by attempting to carry a tune in public on my own,
but Jimmy and Jade would knock the average karaoke singer out of the park with their well-
honed voices, each a strong enough solo singer to impress a captive audience big time. Of
course Jimmy would never go for it. He’d gone ape shit when my mum suggested he audition
for The Voice or X Factor. Not to her face, mind you, but I’d taken nothing but grief for the
comment for the rest of that term. All TV talent shows were ‘a recipe for brain damage’, he’d
droned. ‘Music’s an art form, not a competition.’ He was preaching to the converted with me:
I’d never led him to believe I thought any differently. Now, however, I merely offered a non-
committal shrug. 

Jimmy’s gaze shifted to meet Jade’s. ‘You’re not seriously considering it, are you?’ he
pressed, shuffling his vintage Doc Martens impatiently as she continued to do just that. 

‘Even the third prize is a hundred,’ she said, underlining the relevant bullet point with the
tip of her index finger. ‘Think what we could do with even a hundred pounds. Like where we
could get to on the bus. Or, think about it: the more driving lessons I can afford, the sooner
I’ll pass my test and then we can actually get some use out of my car.’

She’d been given the black X-reg Fiat Punto for her seventeenth, an unanticipated joint
present from her recently separated parents. ‘Something to soften the blow’, they’d told her.
But, even when she passed her test, she’d have to find some way of paying for petrol, tax, and
insurance for the bloody thing. Busking wasn’t going to make those ends meet. 

‘You’re  assuming  you’d  win a  prize,’  Jimmy  countered,  ‘and  that  the  whole  thing
wouldn’t just be a waste of our time and effort.’

‘So, what, you don’t think I’m good enough?’

‘No. I’m saying that you’re too good. They want … comedy at those things. People so bad
that other people are glued because they can’t believe anyone can be so bad. That’s who
they’ll want. Not the likes of us. Not serious musicians.’  

While they argued about artistic integrity, I moved to total the donations we’d attracted,
quickly arriving at the figure of four pounds and twenty five measly pence. I stated the total
aloud (not that anyone was listening), rising with the coins scooped in one closed fist and
then  carefully  presenting  them to  the  others.  A couple  of  today’s  benefactors  had  gone
beyond the usual level of generosity. Among the shrapnel there was a two pound coin and a
couple of fifties. But that only made the overall haul look more pitiful in my palm. Ironically,
we were attracting more awareness now than we had all  morning as nosy old ladies and
curious kids gawked at the animated debate underway. 



Something  of  Jimmy’s  resolve  evaporated  at  the  sight  of  the  money.  He sighed as  I
relinquished the coins to his safekeeping, saying to Jade, ‘Well, I guess I’m OK with  you
giving it a go,’ the disdainful sneer he’d been sporting having morphed now into a look of
reluctant benevolence: the kind of look my parents give me when I tell them I need a new
phone again. ‘If you’re really that bothered.’

‘Thanks for the permission,’  Jade spat, and now it was from her that my support was
silently sought, this time with a fair degree more visual imploration. 

I took a moment to consider my options. The pair of them were quite content to do without
me  when  it  suited.  They  could  slog  this  one  out  between  themselves.  I  shrugged  my
shoulders. Jade turned hers. The bickering resumed.

It was then that I spotted our old nemesis. ‘Dick’ was headed in our direction, some old
girl with a tartan trolley hanging on his arm. 

‘Why don’t we settle this over lunch?’ I said, nudging the small of Jade’s back with my
elbow. Whatever  happened now, I  was done playing for the day.  I  crouched,  placed my
mandolin back into its case and closed the clasps. Jimmy was too engrossed to notice. We
still had two new songs to unveil but those would have to wait. 

Because  the  fishmonger  wasn’t  looking  too  chuffed  at  the  discord  disturbing  his
customers. The woman in charge of the second-hand Hoovers was eyeballing us too. They’d
tolerated  our presence since the early Saturdays  of spring – appreciating,  even,  the extra
attention that our performances brought to this portion of the high street. But we weren’t
being neighbourly now.   

‘Dick’ couldn’t forcibly banish us. But his word would carry far more weight than ours if
the council  got wind of a complaint.  I stepped around into my bandmates’ eyelines,  and,
finally, they noticed me. 

‘Trouble’s coming,’ I said, tipping my head towards the slowly approaching sleaze. ‘Let’s
adjourn.’ 
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